La Traviata

Music by Giuseppe Verdi • Libretto by Francesco Maria Piave

Performance Saturday, July 9 at 8:15 p.m.
Premiere Performance La Fenice, Venice, 1853

Chautauqua Opera dedicates this performance to Jay Lesenger, General/Artistic Director 1994–2015. Jay led this company for almost one quarter of its 88 years, and solidified its international reputation as a professional company of the highest standards. He had a profound influence on the careers of hundreds of America’s finest singers through Chautauqua Opera’s Young Artist Program, which grew immeasurably during his tenure. The dedicated music, administrative and production staff that returns to Chautauqua Opera year after year is a testament to Jay’s leadership, and the culture of operatic family he instilled at this company’s core.

– Steven Osgood
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SYNOPSIS

Act I – Violetta’s Paris salon, Fall, 1850
In the midst of a party to celebrate her recovery from illness, the Viscount Gaston introduces Violetta to his friend, Alfredo Germont, who has long adored her from afar. Alfredo offers a toast and is joined by Violetta and her guests. As the party moves to a nearby room for dancing, Violetta falls ill and remains behind. Alfredo expresses his concern for her fragile health and declares his love. At first she rejects him, but there is something about Alfredo that touches her heart. Before leaving, she gives Alfredo a camellia, telling him to return to her when it has wilted. After Alfredo and the guests depart, Violetta wonders if Alfredo could actually be her true love. However, she concludes that she needs total freedom to live her life.

-Intermission-

Act II, Scene I – Violetta’s country house outside Paris, three months later
Violetta has abandoned her former life and now lives with Alfredo, who exuberantly declares that being with Violetta is like living in heaven. Violetta’s maid, Annina, arrives from Paris and, when questioned by Alfredo, tells him that she went there to sell Violetta’s possessions to support their lifestyle. Alfredo is shocked and leaves for Paris immediately to settle matters himself. Violetta returns and receives an invitation from her friend, Flora, to a party in Paris that evening. At the same time, Alfredo’s father, Giorgio Germont, enters and demands that she admit that she loves the Baron, and to save him she needs total freedom to live her life. Violetta gives a note to Annina to send to her former lover, the Baron Douphol, asking to accompany him to Flora’s party, and, as she is writing a farewell letter to Alfredo, he enters. Barely controlling her grief she tells him of her unconditional love before departing. On the road, Violetta hands the letter to a messenger to bring to Alfredo. As soon as Alfredo reads the letter, his father returns and attempts to comfort him. Alfredo is unmoved, and suspecting the Baron Douphol is behind Violetta’s abandonment, rushes off to confront her.

Act II, Scene II – Party at Flora’s house in Paris, later that evening
As Gaston and his friends arrive to put on a skit for the party-goers, Flora finds out that Violetta and Alfredo have separated. Alfredo arrives alone and begins to gamble. Violetta arrives shortly after, with the Baron, who joins Alfredo at the gambling table. Violetta gets Alfredo alone, and begs him to depart before the Baron challenges him to a duel. Alfredo first demands that she admit that she loves the Baron, and to save him she makes the false admission. Alfredo is furious and publicly humiliates Violetta. Germont enters and, knowing the real significance of the scene, denounces his son’s behavior.

-Intermission-

Act III – Violetta’s Paris apartment, three weeks later
Doctor Grenvil tells Annina that Violetta will not live long since her illness has worsened. Violetta reads a letter from Alfredo’s father telling her that the Baron was only wounded in his duel with Alfredo, that he has informed Alfredo of her sacrifices, and that he is sending his son to ask for forgiveness. The lovers are soon reunited and dream of a life together in Paris. A regretful Germont enters with the doctor. With a last moment of joyful ecstasy, Violetta collapses and dies in the arms of Alfredo.
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